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Pattern of slow seafloor spreading «4 mm/year) from breakup (96 Ma) to 
A20 (44.5 Ma) off the southern margin of Australia 
1.1. Veevers l , H.M.l. Stagg2, 1.B. Willcox2 & H.L. Davies3 

Australia separated from Antarctica by continental extension 
between the mid-Jurassic (>160 Ma) and mid-Cretaceous (96 Ma), 
then by slow seafloor spreading (half-rate < 4.4 mm/ year) on a 
separation azimuth of 335° until A21 time (49 Ma), at an intermediate 
half-rate (10 mm/ year) until A20 time (44.5 Ma), and then at a 
fast rate (20 mm/ year) on a separation azimuth of3600 to the present. 
A compilation of seafloor spreading magnetic data for the entire 
southern margin, including critical data collected during the cruise 
of the R/ V Rig Seismic in 1986, confirms the previous work except 
for the re-interpretation of the oldest anomalies. The phase of slow 
spreading is characterised by (a) jumps of the spreading ridge to 
Australia between 131.25°E and Tasmania to accommodate the 

Introduction 
Before breakup in the mid-Cretaceous, Antarctica and 
Australia separated by several hundred kilometres of 
continental extension that started in the Jurassic. Two models 
of this extension have been made. The model of Veevers 
(1987a), Powell & others (1988), and Veevers & Eittreim 
(1988) postulates extension in the Great Australian Bight 
on the same SSW azimuth as that in the Bass Strait (Etheridge 
& others, 1984); the amount of extension along this azimuth 
was estimated as 360 km from crustal thinning in the zone 
of extension on the conjugate margins. The model of 
Etheridge & others (in press) and Willcox & others (1987) 
involves extension in the Great Australian Bight on a SE 
azimuth, indicated by transfer faults interpreted from seismic 
profiles in the Eyre Sub-basin (Bein & Taylor, 1981) and 
elsewhere; as in the other model, the amount of extension 
is estimated from crustal thinning. Both models remain 
tentative in the absence of data on the azimuth of extension 
on the conjugate Antarctic margin. By contrast, relatively 
abundant information is available about the subsequent 
separation of Australia and Antarctica by seafloor spreading 
of the Southeast Indian Ocean. 

Since breakup of Antarctica and Australia 96 Ma ago, the 
Southeast Indian Ocean has developed in three stages of 
seafloor spreading (Fig. I, Table I), as first shown by Cande 
& Mutter (1982): stage 1 (96-49 Ma) at a slow half-rate 
of <4.4 mm/ year, stage 2 (49- 44.5 Ma) at an intermediate 
half-rate of 10 mm/ year, and stage 3 (44.5 Ma to present) 
at a fast half-rate of 20 mm/ year. Magnetic isochrons and 
fracture zone trends (Weisse 1 & Hayes, 1972; Vogt & others, 
1983) generated in stage 3 are clear (Fig. I). Isochrons 
generated in stages 2 and 1 are also clear, despite the poor 
resolution of some individual anomalies due to slow 
spreading, but until recently fracture zone trends were 
unknown. A synthetic separation azimuth was derived by 
interpolation between the reconstruction at A20 (finite pole 
c') and the continent-ocean boundary (COB) (finite pole c) 
to give a 500 km separation on an azimuth of 1550 (Veevers 
& Eittreim, 1988). This azimuth has been confirmed by the 
recent mapping by satellite altimetry (Haxby, 1987; Sandwell 
& McAdoo, 1988) of the trace of the George V Fracture 
Zone in the zone of slow spreading off Antarctica (Fig. I) 
(Veevers, 1988; Veevers, in press). 
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southeastward offset of the line of separation between Tasmania 
and Antarctica, and (b) variable azimuths of spreading isochrons 
within individual spreading segments, as, for example, from 0900±5° 
between 129° and 1300E (an angle of 65° between separation and 
spreading azimuths) and 075° and 080° between 130° and 131.75°E 
(an almost orthogonal 80°). The variable azimuth of the spreading 
isochrons, oblique to the separation azimuth, is similar to that found 
in the young «5 Ma) slow spreading (half-rate 10 mm/ year) ocean 
basin of the Gulf of Aden, and is interpreted as the response of 
a slow spreading system to confinement between continental margins 
whose boundaries are oblique to the separation azimuth. 

Figure 1. Southeast Indian Ocean and western Tasman Sea with 
adjacent continents. 
Lambert equal-area projection. From Veevers (1988), by permission of the 
Geological Society of Australia. 
SE Indian Ocean and SE Indian Ridge (SEIR): observed magnetic anomalies 
and fracture zones about the Australian- Antarctic discordance (AAD) (heavy 
lines) from Vogt & others (1983); observed AI3 (dot), A20 (triangle) and 
magnetic trough (MT) W of Spencer Fracture Zone (FZ) from Konig (1987); 
A34, and A20 in segment B off Antarctica, from Veevers (l987a); details 
of fracture zones E of 138° (observed FZs in heavy lines) interpreted from 
Sandwell & McAdoo (1988); information to the E of the Balleny FZ from 
Circum-Pacific Map Project (1981); notional A13 (dotted line) and A20 (full 
line) W of Tasmania from this paper; continent-ocean boundary (COB) and 
age of oldest oceanic crust (Ma) from Veevers (1987a, 1988); magnetic quiet 
zones: continental margin (heavy stipple), Cretaceous (fine stipple). Fine lines 
linking conjugate points on the COBs are synthetic fracture zones for the 
fast and intermediate spreading phases (0-49 Ma) and short broken lines 
for the slow spreading phase between A21 (49 Ma) and 96 Ma; A21 is shown 
by long broken lines; heavy dotted line shows SE continuation of the George 
V FZ interpreted by Veevers (in press) from SEASAT and GEOSAT altimetry / 
gravity measurements (Haxby 1987; Sandwell & McAdoo, 1988). Seafloor 
spreading isochrons: fast spreading modelled by rotation from stage poles 
3' and 3", intermediate from pole 2, and slow from pole I. 
Tasman Sea, E of Tasmania: A28 (broken line) marks the position of the 
spreading ridge abandoned at 65 Ma. 
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Table 1. Poles for reconstructing Antarctica to Australia. 
Positive values indicate north latitudes, east longitudes, and anticlockwise rotations when viewed from above the pole. 

Pole Age Latitude Langitude Angle Notes and references 
(Ma) (") (") (") 

Finite poles and angles, relative to Australia 
a 96 1.5 37.0 27.85 Konig (1987), angle 

adjusted by Veevers (1987a) 
b 49 13.0 31.5 24.9 Derived from c' by Powell 

(A2Iy) & others (1988) 
c' 44.5 13.0 31.5 24.1 Konig (1987) 

(A20) 
c" 35.5 12.0 34.0 20.8 Angle adjusted by Veevers 

(AI3) (1987b) from Konig (1987) 
Stage poles and angles, relative to Australia 
Spreading separation (km) 
rale azimuth (") 
Slow 96-49 - 39.56 80.2 6.49 500 km Powell & others (1988) 

a- b COB- A2Iy 1550 

Intermediate 2 49-44.5 13.0 31.5 0.8 Powell & others (1988) 
b-c' A21y- A20 
3' 44.5- 35.5 15.23 15.16 3.46 Derived from finite poles 
c'- c" A20- A13 

Fast 2600 km 
1800 

3" 35.5-0 12.0 34.0 20.8 c" Derived from finite poles 

Quantities given to or 2 decimals for the sake of repeatibility. Konig (1987) estimates the uncertainty of the finite poles as ±1.5° in latitude and ± 1.2° 
in longitude. 
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Figure 2. Magnetic trends of the southern margin and adjacent Southeast Indian Ocean. 
Lambert equal-area projection. Boxes show the location of Figures 3- 5. Magnetic trends are (a) selected MAGSAT anomalies (in nanoTeslas, nT) (Johnson 
& Mayhew, 1985); (b) magnetic trough; (c) magnetic anomaly (E96) near the 96 Ma continent- ocean boundary (COB); (d) seafloor spreading magnetic 
anomalies A34, 33, 31 / 30, 22, and 20, generated during slow and subsequent intermediate spreading; and (e) AI9- 15, A13, generated during fast spreading. 
The fine dotted lines are the synthetic fracture-zone azimuths generated during slow spreading (small circles about stage pole I, Table I) and the coarse 
dotted lines the synthetic fracture zones generated during fast spreading (stage I pole 3} Estimated position of fracture zones east of 1380 E shown by 
heavy lines. Other features shown are (I) the Bremer Fault (Geological Society of Australia, 1971) parallel to the Archean/ Proterozoic boundary; (2) the 
basement flexure of the Bremer Basin (Cooney & others, 1975); (3) the west- east-trending northern edge of the Eyre Sub-basin as shown by contours 
of depth to basement (Bein & Taylor, 1981 ; Fraser & Tilbury, 1979); (4) the outline of the Polda Trough (Nelson & others, 1986); a'nd (5) the northern 
edge of the Duntroon Basin (Fraser & Tilbury, 1979). 

Before the satellite altimetry data were available, the best 
estimate by direct evidence of the separation azimuth was 
from the pattern of the seafloor spreading isochrons. In an 
attempt at precisely determining this pattern, detailed 
magnetic mapping in two areas of the Great Australian Bight 

region was undertaken during the cruise of the Rig Seismic 
in November- December 1986 and was followed by a fresh 
compilation from primary sources of magnetic data along 
the entire southern margin, including the hitherto unmapped 
area off western Tasmania (Veevers, 1988). With the 
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Figure 3. Western area, located in Figure 2, showing magnetic trough, COB, peak of edge anomaly (E96), and seafloor spreading magnetic 
anomalies A34, 33, 31/30, 22, 20-15, and 13, from ships' tracks I-XIX. 
Source of data in this and all ied Figures 4- 6 given in caption to Figures 7 and 8. Simple conical projection with two standard parallels at 18° and 36°S. 

confirmation by satellite-altimetry observations of the 
synthetic azimuth of the stage of slow separation, the trend 
of the magnetic isochrons generated during this stage can 
now be compared with the observed azimuth of separation 
to see whether they are orthogonal or oblique to the 
separation azimuth. 

Pattern of spreading during slow drift 
Magnetic anomaly data are presented for the entire southern 
margin region (Fig. 2), individually for the western (Fig. 3), 
central (Fig. 4), and eastern (Fig. 5) sectors, in a detail of 
the central sector containing the Rig Seismic surveys (Fig. 
6), and in sets of stacked profiles from all the available ships' 
tracks (Figs 7, 8). In presenting at common scales all the 
profiles from the western and central sectors, Figures 7 and 
8 are an expansion of the previous work by Talwani & others 
(1979), Cande & Mutter (1982) and Konig (1980, 1987), who 
stacked selected profiles only. These figures include the 
tentatively identified anomalies east of the George V Fracture 
Zone (Veevers, 1988). 

The compilation confirms the posItion of the previously 
mapped anomalies except for minor differences in a few areas. 
We follow Veevers (1986) in re-interpreting the crest of the 
prominent anomaly near the seismically determined COB 
as an edge anomaly called E96 (Figs 7, 8) in place of Weissel 
& Hayes' (1972) A22 and Cande & Mutter's (1982) and 
Konig's (1987) A34; the first negative anomaly seaward of 
the Cretaceous normal polarity interval, reflecting the edge 
of the first reversely polarised block with an age of 84 Ma, 
is picked as A34. 

Sector west of 131.25°E 
A full set of A-series anomalies to the Cretaceous quiet zone 
is found west of the change in trend of the COB at 131.25° E 
on the southern margin of Australia (Figs I, 7) and west 
of 132.5° E on the conjugate Antarctic margin. The westerly 
convergence of the COB and anomalies A34 to A20 off 
Australia is indicated by the change in half-rate from 4.4 
mm/ year east of profile XVII at 124°E to 2.65 mm/ year 
west of it. This contrasts with the parallel COB and A20 
off Antarctica and the symmetry of the Australian and 
Antarctic profiles at 132° E (profiles El 37 and 41 in fig. 
9 of Veevers, 1987a), suggesting that spreading in the west 
was asymmetrical. The slower spreading Australian limb 
corresponds to the Diamantina Zone, which is prominent 
west of 125°E (Talwani & others, 1979). 

Sector between 131.25°E and the George V Fracture 
Zone 
In this sector, the anomalies maintain an easterly trend that 
converges with the change in trend of the COB to the ESE, 
so that A34 and progressively younger anomalies to A20 
terminate at the COB, as shown in Figures 4 and 5. In the 
conjugate part off Antarctica, A20 diverges from the COB 
in compensation for the convergence off Australia (Fig. I), 
and the angular width of the floor of the Southeast Indian 
Ocean, measured along the separation azimuths, is constant. 
Modelling of the magnetic anomalies off the conjugate 
margins (Veevers, 1987a) shows that the segment immediately 
east of 131.25° E off Australia and of 132.5° E off Antarctica 
contains seafloor as old as 80 Ma against the COB on the 
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Figure 4. Central area, located in Figure 2, showing magnetic trough, COB, peak of edge anomaly (E96), and seafloor spreading magnetic 
anomalies A34, 33, 31/30, 22, 20-17, from ships' tracks XVIII-XLVI. 

Australian margin, balanced in the eastward widening zone 
off Antarctica by the length of the missing set from 80 Ma 
to 96 Ma; this is interpreted as being due to a jump of the 
spreading ridge to the Australian COB at 80 Ma. The younger 
ages of truncation of the Australian set of anomalies are 
interpreted likewise as indicating ridge jumps to the 
Australian COB at 65, 55, and 50 Ma. In summary, the 
change in trend of the COB was accommodated in the young 
Southeast Indian Ocean by transfer of parts of the oceanic 
plates from Australia to Antarctica by ridge jumps to the 
Australian COB. 

Sector between the George V Fracture Zone and 
Tasmania 
In this sector, the COB has a regional trend of southeast. 
The tentatively identified A20 in segment B is offset 
southward across the George V fracture by about 300 km. 
This is the same distance from the COB as immediately west 
of 131.25° E, and is consistent with spreading that started 
at 96 Ma. Slightly shorter distances between A20 and the 
COB in segments C and D suggest ridge jumps to Australia 
at about 80 Ma and 75 Ma ago (Veevers, 1988). According 
to this interpretation, the longer southward offsets in the 
COB are compensated by equivalent to slightly shorter offsets 
of the ridge, so that ridge jumps are short compared with 
those immediately to the west. 

Oblique spreading 
On the November- December 1986 cruise of the Rig Seismic, 
we made closely spaced traverses of two areas in the central 
sector (Fig. 4). Eight traverses on track XXVIII no more 
widely spaced than 15 km show A30 j 31 to trend 0900 ±5°. 
The anomaly thus subtends an angle of 65°±5° with the 
separation azimuth of 155°, or 25°±5° with the orthogonal. 
To the northeast, two intersecting traverses (XXXII and 

XXXIV) of A34 and adjacent anomalies define trends of 
075° and 080° that subtend angles of 80° and 75° with the 
azimuth of separation, or 10° to 15° with the orthogonal. 
To the southeast, the intersecting tracks of XXXVII and 
XXXVIII and the parallel XXXV define a trend of 075° 
in A30 j 31 and older anomalies. The anomalies subtend an 
angle of 80° with the azimuth of separation, or 10° with 
the orthogonal. 

The local trend of 075° to 080° between 130° E and 130.75° E 
is similar to the regional trend west of 128° E (Fig. 2) of 
the isochrons, the COB, parts of the magnetic trough, a 
basement flexure, and MAGSAT anomalies (mirrored on 
the conjugate Antarctic margin; Veevers, 1987b). Between 
129°E and 1300 E, the local trend of 0900 ±5° corresponds 
with the trend of the COB, magnetic trough, a basement 
flexure, and MAGSAT anomalies to the north. From these 
geometrical relationships, we infer that west of 128°E, the 
breakup of Antarctica and Australia at 96 Ma took place 
along a line, with short north- south offsets, parallel to the 
ENE-trending magnetic and structural grain. Subsequent 
seafloor spreading was within 15° of being orthogonal to 
the separation azimuth. Between 128° E and the George V 
Fracture Zone, breakup at 96 Ma likewise followed the 
magnetic and structural grain but here with an easterly trend, 
as shown by the trend of the MAGSAT anomalies and the 
axis of the Polda Trough. EastO 132.5°E, the trends of the 
magnetic trough and the basement flexure diverge from that 
of the MAGSAT anomalies so that two segments of the 
magnetic trough lie parallel to, and another orthogonal to, 
the separation azimuth, presumably on lines of incipient shear 
and extension. Actual shear on a continent-continent 
transform fault between 131.25°E off Australia and 132.5°E 
off Antarctica (Figs 1, 2) was along the azimuth of extension. 

East of the George V Fracture Zone, individual segments 
of the COB and corresponding segments of the ridge are 
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Figure 5. Eastern area, located in Figure 2, showing COB, peak of edge anomaly (E96), and seafloor spreading magnetic anomalies 
A22, 20-15, 13 from ships' tracks XLVI-LVI. 
From Veevers (1988). 
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The dotted lines are the synthetic fracture-zone azimuths generated during 
slow spreading (small circles about stage pole 3, Table I). 

offset southward by as much as 100 km across individual 
fracture zones, with jumps of the ridge to Australia shorter 
than those to the west, but no less important in generating 
structure in the adjacent margin (Veevers, 1988). The trends 
of the anomalies appear to vary, with a bias towards 105°; 
this subtends an angle of 50° with the separation azimuth 
of 155°. The gross southeast trend of the COB between the 
George V Fracture Zone and 144° E and thence its southerly 
trend is approximately parallel to the trend between 
Kangaroo Island and Tasmania (Fig. 2) of the Tasman Line, 
the boundary between exposed Precambrian terrane and the 
Phanerozoic Tasman Fold Belt (Veevers, 1984). 

Similar relation between spreading and 
separation azimuths in the Gulf of Aden 
Seafloor spreading in the Gulf of Aden between Arabia and 
Somalia (Fig. 9) started 4.5 Ma ago and followed a stage 
of continental extension that dates from 30 Ma ago 
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Figure 7. Magnetic anomaly profiles along ships' tracks I-XXXVI for the sector west of 131.25° E. 
Projected on an azimuth of 180°, aligned on A20 (I- VII) and then A31 (VIII- XXXVI), and compared with synthetic profiles from Veevers (1986, 1987a) derived from Cande & Mutter (1982), and updated to the time 
scale of Berggren & others (1985) and Kent & Gradstein (1985). Parameters of block model: source depth 5.5 to 6.0 km, trend 090° , remanent magnetisation 0.007 emu/em" 10 - 70°, Do 10°, Ir _74°, Dr 0° . The higher 
peak of E96 between XIII and XXXV is modelled (dotted line) by a block between 90 and 96 Ma with magnetisation double that of the other blocks (Veevers, 1986). The spreading half-rates are measured on an azimuth 
of 180°, and hence correspond to the full rate for the stages of fast and intermediate separation. Slow separation (> A21) had an azimuth of 155° , and the full rates along this azimuth are enclosed in brackets. Information 
from BMR data file, comprising Lamont-Doherty Geological Observatory data given in Weissel & Hayes (1972), Hayes & others (1975, 1976, 1977, 1978), Konig & Talwani (1977), Talwani & others (1979), Konig (1980, 
1987), Cande & Mutter (1982), and BMR data from the early 1970s Marine Geophysical Survey of the Australian Continental margin (Willcox, 1978; Bureau of Mineral Resources, 1979) and the 1986 Rig Seismic cruises 
10 and II. 
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Figure 8. Magnetic anomaly profiles along ships' tracks XXXVII-LVI for the 131.25°E-George V Fracture Zone and George V Fracture 
Zone-Tasmania sectors. 
Projected on an azimuth of 1800 , aligned on A20, and compared with synthetic profiles from Veevers (1986, 1987a) east to the George V Fracture Zone, 
and from Veevers (1988) to the east. Note that the identification of anomalies east of the George V Fracture Zone is tentative. Information from Veevers 
(1988). 
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Figure 9. Oblique spreading in the Gulf of Aden. 
Isochrons of spreading that started with A3 about 4.5 Ma ago (Hempton, (987). Azimuth of separation shown by dotted lines. From Laughton and 
others (1970), by permission of A.S. Laughton and the Royal Society of London. 

(Hempton, 1987). The spreading half-rate of 10 mm/year 
is similar to that of the intermediate stage of spreading 
between Antarctica and Australia. The separation azimuth, 
defined by the transform faults, is 210°. It subtends an angle 
of 77°±5° with the isochron azimuth in the area east of 
47.5°E, and 55°±5° to the west. This change of isochron 
azimuth is sharp, and is interpreted as the response of a 
slow- intermediate (10 mm / year) spreading system to 
confinement between continental margins now only 90 km 
apart, whose boundaries are oblique to the separation 
azimuth. The variable oblique angles between the azimuths 
of spreading and separation off the southern margin of 
Australia are likewise attributable to the narrow space 
between the continental margins reaching no more than 500 
km after 45 Ma of slow spreading (half-rate <4.4 mm/year). 

In the stage of fast spreading that followed, the pattern of 
spreading was apparently unaffected by the now widely 
separated margins, and ridge jumps were negligible, except 
in the Australian- Antarctic discordance (AAD) (Weissel & 
Hayes, 1974; Vogt & others, 1983). Instead, the main 
irregularity was the asymmetric spreading (Weissel & Hayes, 
1972) that brought the Southeast Indian Ridge (SEIR) 
relatively closer to Antarctica (Fig. I). 

The pattern of slow spreading now detailed in the Great 
Australian Bight, together with the recognition of ridge jumps 
to the Australian COB east of 131 ° E, allows a clearer 
understanding of the influence of the oceanic crust on the 
structure and subsidences of the Late Cretaceous and early 
Cainozoic continental margin. 

Postscript. During the 16 months between submission of this 
paper in May 1988 and its acceptance in September 1989, 
the following works on the Southeast Indian Ocean and its 
margins have appeared or been accepted for publication: 
1. Veevers (1988), on magnetic anomalies off western 

Tasmania interpreted as due to jumps of the spreading 
ridge to Australia; 

2. a set of papers that describe and interpret the seafloor 
trends from satellite altimetry data: Sand well & McAdoo 
(1988), Gahagan & others (1988), Lawver & others (in 
press), Royer & Sandwell (in press), and Veevers (in press). 

All confirm the pattern of slow spreading given in this paper 
and hence the rotation poles given in Table I, which Royer 
& Sand well (in press) subdivide more finely. 
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